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Apex Legends was released in early 2019 and has managed to attract the attention of most FPS/BR fans, and even reached 50 million players on its very early dating days. There are currently 11 legends available, with Respawn promising to release 14 more legends by the end of the year, with some leaks talking about
characters with improved crowding abilities and others with increased reloading speed and general gun advantages. Bangalore is the 4th most popular champion in Apex Legends, and there are many reasons for this! She's the perfect choice for players who prefer to rely on their targeting and offense, or defend
strategies, rather than focus on the legend's built-in abilities. Nevertheless, Bangalore has some excellent abilities that help either push back enemies or destroy them with sneaky-smokey hips! Keep in mind that this is a beginner's guide, as veterans can get away with any strategy or weapon that is appropriate for them.
The aim of the guide is to give a starting line-up for beginners who want to figure out Bangalore's default playstyle. Other apex character guides: Bloodhound | Causal | Gibraltar | Lifeline | Mirage | Pathfinder | Wraith Bangalore Lore Bangalore, a professional soldier, Apex Legends Bangalore, was born Anita Williams, into
a military family where everyone served in the armed forces of the IMC, and Bangalore has been a remarkable soldier since childhood. Her knowledge of the weapon was insane, she managed to disassemble it with a peacemaker, equip it with precision choke hop-up and reassemble it in less than twenty seconds –
blindfolded. Bangalore, she was born Anita Williams, in a military family where everyone served in the armed forces of the IMC, and has been an exceptional soldier since she was just a child. Her knowledge of weapons was insane, she managed to disassemble the peacemaker, equip her with a Precision Choke jump
and reassemble it in less than twenty seconds – blindfolded Unfortunately, three years before Anita turned to Bangalore today we know, she and Jackson, one of her brothers, were ordered to return the mercenary fleet. This mission, unfortunately, turned into the family's worst nightmare, when their unit lost contact with
IMC headquarters and ambushed on arrival, and Jackson decided to stay, only to give his sister time to escape. After that unfortunate event, Anita used her professional knowledge of guns, and her wild competitive spirit, to dominate apex games. Competing for the Apex Gaming Award, she is raising money to find her
way back home to her now broken family. Bangalore Abilities Guide Tactical Ability – The tactical capability of a Bangalore smoke thrower is a tank of high-velocity smoke that explodes into a smoke wall on impact. It goes quite long distances and deals with 11 damages on a direct hit, which is very useful to detect a
hostile position. has 26 seconds of cooling and you can fire up to 2 of these smoke canisters. Passive ability - Double time Her passive ability allows her to move faster when enemies fire towards her. Passive ability only starts when you are already running and lasts 2 seconds. Using this capability along with your
Smoke Launchers you have the best escape plan! Ultimate Ability – Rolling Thunder Her ultimate ability armed her with a rocket, which calls for an artillery strike, which briefly damages nearly 20 and cripples her. It's not insta-triggered so most of the time enemies will find a way out of your air raid range. You can always
use this situation to your advantage, as you can rush them as they run to hide in place of the tide. Best Weapon Loadouts for Bangalore G7 Scout, The Crimson Firedrake Legendary Skin (designed by Eric Simard), Apex Legends Bangalore's most suitable weapon is a mid- and close-range weapon, because its playing
style is, as we later analyze, somehow aggressive and focuses on the side, because of its built-in abilities. Alternator/Peacekeeper &amp; P2020 This combination is goal sensitive, but still, it's one of the best combinations if you get it right. When those two weapons are the ideal combination for aggressive attacks. First,
use your Peacemaker, stifling your shots with Precision Choke hop-up, which is likely to break any shield if you aim for the chest and head. Once the enemy shield is broken, now switch to the P2020, which must be equipped with Hammerpoint Rounds hop-up, and it will do the rest of the work quickly and easily, as this
hop-up deals with significantly high meat damage. When these two guns are modded with digital threat scopes, you can easily use your smoke in the same place where you fight, otherwise, use it only as a cover to escape or heal. The Alternator&amp;P2020 combination works more or less like the previous one, with the
difference being less punishable. Alternator is less likely to lose you a bullet, and it does more or less the same job as a peacemaker. Of course, for that to do the same job, it has to be polished with Disruptor Rounds hop-up, which deals with high shield damage. Exactly as before, once your target's shield has been
shredded, switch to P2020, which again must be equipped with a suitable hop-up, to get the job done. Keep in mind that the alternator and P2020 are not worth wearing if they are not equipped with their hop-ups, as in a very difficult situation they could prove very frustrating to deal with. If you're struggling to find the right
hop-ups, you'd better use one of the rest combinations. G7 Scout &amp; R99 The combination of G7 Scout &amp; R99 is for those who do not want to engage in close combat. Instead, they like to keep their distance from the fight, or they want to be able to interfere as a 3D party if necessary, without attracting all the
attention with spray-shots. The G7 Scout, even when listed as a sniper, it's more like a medium-range sniper, because it has a high fire rate for a sniper, but not so much on the way to it. With the G7 Scout, you can literally spray sniper punches at your target and bring it down in seconds. Keep in mind that it's not that
hard to put down your shots with it, but you need to click quickly and be persistent on your shots. The role of R99 on this combination is to protect you from possible flanks that could attack you when you're scoping out enemies with your G7 Scout. Drop smoke, reposition yourself, make sure you have a digital threat, and
with one and a half spray you're done with any inconvenience on your hip. It is also very important to refer to the scope I propose for the G7 Scout, because I suggest that you do not use any sniper scope, but it is more likely that any medium-range circumference, preferably open, will do a much better job of alerting you
to your surroundings. Also, we said before that the distance of travel is not so good compared to other snipers, so using it from medium range, with a convenient scope, is your best bet for landing multiple shots quickly and accurately. Wingman &amp; R301/R99 If you're generally good at the finish line, you work better
with Wingman above all guns. Wingman is one of the high-tier weapons in the game, and it's very aim-sensitive, but totally worth mastering it! Even as a gun, it has a very good travel distance and high damage. It contains up to 10 rounds when equipped with purple Extended Heavy Magazine, and is highly proposed for
close/medium range. Depending on the use you want to give Wingman, you can equip the correct scope. For close range, a digital threat is suggested, while for the mid-range blue x2 range, the scope of blue is your best choice. Also, depending on the range you will choose to use Wingman, you must consider your
secondary weapon accordingly. If, for example, you choose to use Wingman as a medium-range weapon, you should consider holding the R99, to disperse anyone who approaches you. If again, prefer to use it as a short-range weapon, you better have an R301 on another slot, as this could prove useful when you need
to keep a certain distance from the enemy. Keep in mind that using Wingman at a short distance is harder for some, but it's easier for others. Take the time to try all the combinations and see what suits you best. How to play Bangalore Bangalore, Apex Legends Bangalore is a very strategic pick, and is best for those who
want to play aggressively and like a flank. It is suitable for any gun, but its best bet must be the favorite alternator &amp; P2020 combination of all time, both dressed in their hop-ups and digital threat scope. If you own these two weapons or any with the extent of the digital threat, your With smoke, it's going to get a lot
different than when you don't have it. When you, or your teammates, don't have the scope of a digital threat, you shouldn't throw cigarettes exactly where the battle is going, because it could cause a very confusing situation for you and your team. Instead, you should use it as a mamak by confusing enemies and following
smoke for you. On the other hand, if you own a digital threat, you can move like a boss in your own smoke, as this scope will make them 100% visible through your scopes. It's the usual way a Bangalore player kills you, and if this suits your style of play, then look no further! More or less the same rules apply to its
Ultimate Ability. Rolling Thunder may prove very useful, but mostly on late play. In the early stages of the game, there is always a safe place for your enemy to escape and hide from the area of performance. Prefer to keep your ultimate for the last and smallest circles, where it can either push its enemies into a tight
space, like mice in a trap, ready to bomb their deaths, either to force them to face their fate in open space. Do not waste your end when you can not run any of these 2 situations, because it will be waste safe! Apex Legends Bangalore Guide is one of the most famous buildings in Apex Legends. Apex Legends Bangalore
can be extremely powerful as a starting physique, as well as allowing you to dominate battle royale in a late game. It is preferably and definitely easy to play because of its simple game play mechanics, good damage and amazing AoE. In this Apex Legend Bangalore guide, we'll cover most of the topics, tips and tricks,
abilities, passive, ultimate and gear recommendations so you can optimize its potential in BEST. Check Out Bangalore's Introduction Video: Short ago, many Apex Legends players, Noobs and Veterans (not many oldies for sure), show growing interest in this legend called Bangalore. This legend is one of the most
popular characters in Apex Legends without any doubt.   Under any circumstances, with the inundation of new players, Bangalore would still be the first choice for many in their first attack of the game. Bangalore Capability Review, Power and Weakness Passive Capability Tactical Capability Top Capability How to Play
Bangalore Apex Legends How to Use Double Time How to Use Smoke Launcher How to Use Rolling Thunder Apex Legends Bangalore Tips and Tricks [Advance] An Overview of Abilities to the fullest, Bangalore is an Indigenous soldier. She got a tinny hit box, an extremely powerful Passive, with the help of her primary
ability comes with a very solid, safe and secure escape mechanism. In Apex Legends, Bangalore comes with a super powerful superior ability with an exceptional segmentation tool that would be used offensively and late in the game. According to Digits Guide, Bangalore is the best legend in the game right now. Well,
let's dig a little bit more about their abilities and their stats: Passive ability - Double time getting fire while sprinting seems to move faster for a short time. Bangalore's passive ability comes with a 25% instant speed boost when you ever got hit by someone or catch fire. You will only get a speed increase to 2 seconds, but
nevertheless this passive ability is very powerful and useful in both offensive and defensive approach. There's about 10 seconds to cool off even though we don't have the exact amount or figure of it for now. Tactical capability: A smoke thrower fired a tank of high-velocity smoke that explodes into a smoke wall on impact.
Bangalore's smoke thrower is significantly adaptable, flexible, handsome and rewarding. As we already know, smoke launcher is our primary or tactical capability Fire high-speed smoke tank that explodes into a smoke wall on impact. It has a very low cooling of 33 seconds and the smoke stays there for at least 15
seconds. So, in short, Bangalore's Smoke Launcher can make and break your entire game and team. Because, with the help of a smoke thrower, we can only blur the screen of other players and freeze out of visibility for a few seconds. In addition, Smoke Launcher also deals with about 10-12 damages to the target.
Ultimate Ability – Rolling Thunder Call in an artillery attack that is slowly creeping across the landscape. Rolling Thunder fills the entire ground with explosives and fires and is on it the most powerful ultimate ability to play if optimized properly. Each airstrike carries about 40 damages that probably last 8-10 seconds.
Explosives lats for 5 seconds with a cooling time of 270 seconds. How to play Bangalore : [TIPS &amp; TRICKS] With the help of Bangalore passive ability double time you can easily consider yourself as one of the best characters to play in apex legends undeniably. Although we do not have any tools to measure its
exact cooling time, but it does proc repeatedly in combat in different scenarios. As we discussed above, if she takes damage during a sprint than the proc speed will prompt a buff on her (not permanently). If hit by an enemy or team, then it can simply get a speed boost and hide or heal for a while. So definitely, a very
solid and powerful defensive tool in your arsenal if you really know how to use it.  You can even go offensive with that ability. Say, if the enemy or team targets, targets and fires at Bangalore with poor DMG gears and weapons, then, you just need to get a terrible position with the help of speed to incite and attack the
enemy/team with your own team. Passive ability – how to use double time. Just try to be as bad and violent as you can. There's no need to go back and sit behind the wall/door.  If you are in this way than you will simply waste her passive ability from the core. That's it. Expeditiously, as it goes forward, you'll find yourself
in an enemy trap and in a really bad position than you can simply find out a safe place and you need proc Bangalore's Double Time speed boost to reach there safely as quickly as possible. And again as it moves forward, if you hit with a fire damage than it will eventually proc speed will trigger passively. This time you
can use this buff to reposse yourself with a speed boost that gives you a great advantage to do massive damage from an unexpected perspective. Either way, you just need to go agile, fast and get engaged to enemies very quickly. And you always need to combine your speed to boost passive abilities with a pair of fast
and fast guns like a shotgun and an SMG for quick, heavy and better damage in a close combat situation. You don't even have to get hit to be told this. I don't know if it's meant to be or what, but sometimes just that bullets go past me seems to work. Primary capability - How to use smoke launcher Smoke Launcher is
one of apex legends' most destructive, powerful and perhaps most useful primary abilities. This tactical capability can be used in both areas such as defence and attack with ease. It can be used as a cover, as well as a superior offensive strategic weapon for blinding enemies with a screen blindness to force a surprise
team attack on small or large entertainment in an invisible way. Defensively best used defensively Dim Launcher is very handy and extremely useful, whenever your ally is down to death (but not dead). Fire a smoke canister in front of a teammate and it will generate some kind of wall of smoke and cover you and your ally
so you can easily revive your fallen teammate. Use Dim as cover When you engage in open fire with enemies as we know some map locations are too open to start an open gang war-type scenario. You can shoot a smoke thrower in the middle of a fight as cover to avoid incoming damage. It will also give your friends a
chance to sneak around different zone locations and maps. And so we can use smoke launcher as an awesome tool for the hips. Cloaking advantages As you know everything comes with some drawbacks, as well as so goes with the smoke thrower too. So you just need to be careful while using a smoke thrower
between fights because other teams can definitely use this ability against you from another zone/space and clinch cloaking benefits. Duration You can use Dim Launchers on a regular basis again and again as it comes with a very short cooling period that counts as 32 seconds only. You can take advantage of this short
cooling-off period during the ambush, as well as during protection. Offensively After having some advantages of a smoke thrower in the defensive game plan, we will now discuss Offensive Plan: First of all, you can use a pitcher to conquer an enemy or an entire team hiding behind a building or surface. Make room and
situation for your team to brazenly force the opposition As we have already discussed in the smoke launcher defense strategy it has 32 seconds of cooling with 2 citation. So try to use them as much as possible at regular meetings to use the smoke thrower at its best. The most important and effective way to optimize a
smoke thrower is to combine it with a digital threat. This makes him an almost undisputed champion in the battle arena Because you can tag your enemies and teams with the help of Digital Threat and you can easily target them with absolute firing and targeting. No Match Deadly Combo -Smoke Launcher + Digital
Threat- and -Smoke Launcher + Bloodhound-. With very clean cooling and 2 fast allegations Smoke Launcher also has a very long range and durability. You can implement these strategies in your game plan at any time with ease. If you really want to see how you can create the current offensive zone with the help of a
fast smoke thrower, just watch this video. Please note: This video was not created by us. Credit goes to the rightful owner of Ultimate Ability - How to Use Rolling Thunder Seemingly, the ultimate ability of Bangalore called The Rolling Thunder seems like one of the best ultimate abilities of the whole game. But in the end,
that's not the case in reality. Most people use it in a very wrong way or with a different approach. In reality, Bangalore's ultimate ability, The Rolling Thunder, barely manages to do the hard work and push the harm to users. Basically, it's more of a zoning tool very similar to bangalore smoke launcher. Rolling Thunder is
also a very useful ability to defend as well as offense. As we are already discussing Bangalore's primary ability, its ultimate ability also works very similarly to primary abilities. Rolling Thunder can be used in situations such as: If there is a fight going on and the opposition party seems to be in command then you just need
to drop the ultimate ability in between and withdraw. If you see enemies retreating and dealing with a lot more damage than you can simply drop ultimate ability over them as Bangalore's ultimate ability comes with the widest AOE damage dealing with decent damage in an open place. Rolling Thunder can force enemies
to move out and part with favorable areas. One of the best approaches if properly implemented. If you face an uphill struggle and an attack by the enemy. Then again you can simply throw the ultimate ability over them it will slow down their speed of movement. Then you can actually change gear and turn the course of
the fight so that you get in the correct position at once. As a rule, the thumb and even its simple description within rolling thunder works only outdoors. If you try to target players/teams within It would never work. So you need to get out and boom with the ultimate power of Bangalore. If you're trapped in an enemy group
and got yourself away from your team. Then just drop your Rolling Thunder to escape from a tense situation and escape to a safe zone. These are just normal situations and an example where you can use and implement Bangalore's ultimate capability. There may be different situations and positions for you to implement
Rolling Thunder defensively or aggressively dependent on your style of playing the game safely. But yes, the ultimate ability can be used in a defensive way or in an offensive way. Neither of them is a bad choice at all. Apex Legends Bangalore Tips and Tricks Best When it comes to survival, yes, you read it right, but
here we're not talking about healing and reviving ability. Bangalore's Smoke Launcher and Double Time abilities combined simply increase survival time and chances for yourself and the whole team. Never try to use Smoke Launcher for yourself. Try optimizing this hardcore power to the entire team so your team can take
a 100% advantage from the smoke thrower at once. Always try to continue with an aggressive approach. Bangalore's passive and tactical abilities give you a greater advantage compared to other characters to push a heavy attack on enemies. It might be debatable, but SMG or Shotgun would be the best way to go with
Bangalore's at the beginning. Still wing man is the best choice to go as the main hand weapon for now. But it all depends on the taste and taste for the game. You might want to go with Snipper or Grenades, etc. Then it can change the whole scenario or ways of choosing the best weapon for Bangalore Well, as we have
already discussed above about the smoke thrower that it is one of the best and usable abilities in the whole game. It comes with a very low cooling time with double costs. So you just have to use it almost all the time as much as possible everywhere like, while attacking, resuscitating, robbing, defending, zoning, etc.
Bangalore pairs very effectively with a sniffer dog. Both of these classes make the deadliest combination of the entire game as Bloodhound can see and detect all enemies even inside Bangalore's smoke thrower with the help of his ultimate ability. Always try to grab legendary Optics Called Digital Threat, it pairs very well
with the ability of a smoke thrower and you can fix it with shotguns and smg with ease. Smoke Launcher is one of the best cover options to revive your team. Use it appropriately to use it to its full potential. Beware of the Sniffer Dog in the opposition party. If you're going to attack Bloodhound with a smoke launcher it may
or may not be as effective as it should be. Because he can see you and discover you with his ultimate ability in seconds. So Mind it Even at the end of the game, you may need to be very careful before using a smoke thrower because players are likely to have a Digital Threat and we already know they can see you
through it and finish the game with one Mark.  As we know Bangalore's ultimate doesn't work doesn't get hit in buildings, it's very true, but if you have to see a big building with a lot more holes and gaps then it can land inside the building and can manage a good amount of damage to enemies. Although this seems to
be a very rare case.     Conclusion This is all about the Apex Legends Bangalore Guide, we tried to make the most of Bangalore and its abilities at an optimal level. The most important thing is to be aggressive while playing like Bangalore with friends or even random guys. Second, use her smoke thrower as much as you
can in offensive ways. And learn to play the game on the edges of the smoke, you will see the difference even when you play first. She got a very small hit box so you have to be careful when you want to play it with pushing and fast. In the end we can say, Bangalore is one of the easiest, funniest and pleasant toons in
apex legend. You should always start this/her Apex Legends adventure with Bangalore.    
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